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ABSTRACT

The use of SATCOM systems is an essential part of
today�s worldwide communications� As the portion of
satellite orbits in low altitudes increases� Doppler shifts
often in�uence the received signal� Prior to the removal
of this eefect� the exact course and the amount of the
Doppler must be known� Therefore this paper derives
the equations to calculate the orbit and the Doppler
shift and shows the behaviour and the e�ects caused by
LEO and HEO satellites� Finally a method is proposed
to compensate this in�uence�

� INTRODUCTION

Transmission of multimedia services is done on infor�
mation highways� which are supported by optical �ber
links� The data rates of the information highways are
in the range of � to 	 Gbit
s� and there are test instal�
lations with data rates of �� Gbit
s ��� The large busi�
ness centers are already connected by a optical �ber net�
works� The connection of the remaining areas can only
be achieved with satellite communication networks� and
such a network should provide su�cient transmission
capacities�

In satellite communication �SATCOM� systems es�
pecially the high bandwidth requirements can only be
met in the higher frequency ranges� i�e� in the K�band
����	��� GHz� and above� Until now many investi�
gations in these ranges have been carried out from a
physical point of view� But the overall system aspects
have not been investigated� i�e� how to choose system
characteristics for example transmitter power� prefer�
able orbits� modulation mode� coding� etc� The present
paper shows an analysis of the expected Doppler shifts
of a land mobile SATCOM link in the K�band�

� MODEL

The simulation model considers all elements of a satel�
lite transmission link� i�e� transmitter� uplink and re�
ceiver� These elements are explained below�

��� Transmitter

This element provides the simulation with a modulated
signal� It consists of a binary source �pseudo�noise se�
quence� which feeds a synchronization frame� a modula�
tor with impulse shaping �square root raised cosine roll�
o�� �	 and an ampli�er� The synchronization frame is
used within the coherent demodulator in the receiver for
carrier synchronization� The sampling rate is increased
during the impulse shaping by a factor between � and
�� to simulate a su�ciently large channel bandwidth�

��� Receiver

The receiver is modelled by a preampli�er and a pre�
selection �lter followed by a controllable ampli�er and
a main selection �lter corresponding to the square root
raised cosine roll�o� �lter used in the transmitter� Syn�
chronous demodulation needs both clock �� and carrier
recovery ��� Therefore they precede the coherent de�
modulator� which uses the synchronization frame� At
the output the bit error rate �BER� is determined�

��� Channel

Here the name channel refers to the whole path between
the output of the transmitter and the input of the re�
ceiver� i�e� the antennas also belong to the channel�

The in�uences of the antennas are determined by
their geometry and alignment with each other� The ef�
fect of antenna geometry on the radiation is described
by the frequency dependent antenna diagram ��� Ad�
ditionally� noise components due to thermal noise must
be considered at the receiving antenna ��� �� The noise
of electronic components� i�e� ampli�ers� is taken into
account by additive white Gaussian noise sources at the
subsystem�s inputs�

The atmosphere is essentially divided into two re�
gions� The troposphere and the ionosphere� Attenu�
ations� depolarizations and scintillations ��� � modify
each signal� which passes through the two regions� The
physical e�ect of the electromagnetic in�uences may be
transformed into attenuations at the receiver� There�
fore all e�ects are modelled by attenuations�



The free space loss is calculated by

LFS �
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���

expressing the ratio of the radiated to the received
power between two isotropic antennas with distance r
at the frequency f � c is the velocity of light�

The transponder connects up� and downlink� It is
composed of a low noise ampli�er and a transponder
�lter� which reduces spectral components outside the
transponder band� e�g� noise� A travelling wave tube
�TWT� is used as power ampli�er followed by a second
�lter reducing the out of band intermodulations�

� DOPPLER SHIFT

Doppler shifts exist due to the movement of a transmit�
ter or a receiver relative to its counterpart� A frequency
shift of

�fD � fc
v

c
���

results� where fc is the carrier frequency and v is the
relative velocity� Two reasons cause Doppler shifts of
a SATCOM link� Movements of mobile users on earth
and satellites in non geosynchronous orbits �non�GEO��
Doppler shifts of mobile users are modelled by Doppler
spectra as described in ��� These may be used for
land mobile SATCOM links too� assuming uniformly
distributed arrival angles of the re�ected paths�
Accepting that
� the satellite mass mS may be neglected in compar�
ison to the earth�s mass ME�

� the earth is spherical and homogeneous and
� the two body system earth�satellite is isolated �e�g�
there are no disturbing in�uences caused by the
sun� the moon� or by other celestial bodies��

the satellite�s location vector �r is described by a vector
di�erential equation of second order ���� resulting from
the identi�cation of the gravity

�Fs � �
GMEmS

j�r j�
�r

j�rj
���

a�ecting the satellite and the centrifugal force

�FZ � mS

d��r

dt�
���

originating from the satellite�s movement� The product
G �ME of the universal gravitation constant G and the
earth�s mass is the Keplerian constant � � ��	
����� �
�� km��s��

Using the di�erential equation resulting from eq�
��� and eq� ��� it can be shown that the angular mo�
mentum vector

�h � �r �
d�r

dt
���

is constant� From this it is concluded� that the satel�
lite�s orbit lies in a �two dimensional� plane� The so�
lution of the di�erential equation is computed in a co�
ordinate system� the x�y�plane of which coincides with
the orbital plane� Written in polar coordinates �r�� ���
with the semilatus rectum p and the eccentricity e� the
solution is

r� �
p

� � e cos��� � ���
�  � e 	 �� ���

i�e� the orbit of a communications satellite is an ellipse
with orientation ���

To get a unique solution of the three dimensional
vector di�erential equation for the satellite�s location
vector �r� six orbital parameters must be predetermined�
The usual parameter set is ����

�� The ellipse�s eccentricity�
	� its semimajor axis�
�� the time of perigee�
�� the right ascension of the ascending node�
�� the orbit�s inclination and
�� the argument of perigee�

For ease of calculation the origin of the geocentric
coordinate system is shifted to the location of the mo�
bile user terminal� The Doppler is computed by eq� �	�
using the time derivative of the satellite�s location� A
closed form solution is available only for circular orbits
���� All other cases must be treated numerically� A
general approach is discussed in ��	�

Some Doppler pro�les of a low earth orbit �LEO�
and a highly inclined elliptical orbit �HEO� are shown
in Fig� ��� as examples� The calculation of the pro�
�les starts with an earth station situated on the ground
track of the satellite �projection of the orbit onto the
earth�s surface�� Each position along the ground track
represents the subsatellite point for a certain time�
Then the earth station is moved to the east and to
the west at a �xed latitude until the orbit is out of
view� i�e� the elevation is less than zero� The Doppler
shift is calculated at a carrier frequency of �� GHz
for each of these positions over time� The �gures are
parametrized with the deviation of the earth station�s
position in degrees longitude from the ground track�
The Doppler shift is set to zero if the elevation is less
than zero�

In Fig� � only earth stations moved to the west are
shown due to no di�erences regarding earth stations to
the east� The visibility of the satellite at � is approx�
imately ��� s� The Doppler varies considerably and is
in�uenced by the earth�s rotation� Therefore the curves
are not symmetric to their intersection with the time
axis� Fig� 	 shows the results for an orbit with ����

inclination� In comparison to Fig� � the Doppler shift
is increased through the strengthened in�uence of the
earth�s rotation� Fig� � illustrates the Doppler of a po�
lar HEO satellite below the apogee� At the beginning of
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Fig� �� Polar circular orbit� 	� inclination� orbit al�
titude ��� km� earth station at �� latitude�
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Fig� 	� Circular orbit� ���� inclination� orbit altitude
��� km� earth station at ��� latitude�
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Table �� Doppler shift and Doppler rate in kHz�

the visibility range the Doppler rate is negative because
the satellite distance increases to approach the apogee�
Then the Doppler shift reaches its maximum and turns
into a slight positive Doppler rate� This is the main
region for link establishment and transmission due to
the high elevation angle� Note� that in comparison to
the other examples the time scale has changed and the
visibility has grown to about �� hours� In Table � the
main points of the examples are summarized�

� RESULTS

For LEO satellites the Doppler pro�les show very high
absolute Doppler shifts and a dramatic Doppler rate
�Table �� in the middle of the observation interval�
Therefore a good carrier control loop is needed for a re�
liable transmission� Such a carrier control loop should
have the following properties� Adaptation to the fast
varying Doppler shifts and synchronization to signals

outside the user bandwidth� due to the high Doppler
shift� which in general is the case at the beginning of the
satellite�s observation interval� But because of the lack
of a signal the latter is not achievable� This starting
frequency o�set must be known before by the control
loop approximately� This means each terminal has to
calculate the Doppler shift from the orbit parameters
at the time of connection set�up� Signals with large
bandwidths� e�g� multimedia services or spread spec�
trum signals� might overcome this problem since the
maximal Doppler o�set is small compared to the user
bandwidth�

The normal control operation is performed by
various control loops depending on the modulation
mode� In ��� a technique for estimating and cor�
recting Doppler shifts is shown using multiple di�er�
ential phase shift�keying �MDPSK�� Another approach
is described in ��� for a double di�erential phase shift



keying �DDPSK� receiver�

All these methods need an accompanying calcula�
tion of the Doppler shift to improve the BER near to
its maximum� Due to the need of a Doppler calculation
at the beginning this may also be useful during the
whole transmission� The known Doppler corrects the
oscillator frequency of the receiver at any time instant�
In the receiver the signal is always downconverted into
the baseband� The task of a carrier control loop is re�
duced to minor corrections of the frequency� This can
be performed by an ordinary phase locked loop �PLL�
as described in ����

� SUMMARY

In particular for the Doppler shift� we have presented
a tool for its calculation� The Doppler pro�les shown�
give an impression of the di�culties regarding the re�
ception of such disturbed signals� Especially receivers
of LEO SATCOM systems demand for a good and fast
carrier control loop� But due to the high amount of
frequency o�sets it is necessary to calculate in advance
the Doppler shift� Additionally this may be used to
compensate the Doppler at the receiver and to reduce
the complexity of its carrier control loops�
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